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“We pride ourselves on the integrity of our work and the rigour and
discipline employed in everything we do, not least of which is our
commitment to accurate, impartial and usable information” – Malcolm
Penn, Founder & CEO, Future Horizons
A C-Suite favourite, the Global Semiconductor Monthly Report
provides monthly analysis and commentary on the global
semiconductor industry and the future market outlook and forecast.
Founded in 1989 Future Horizons is the premier global IT &
Semiconductor industry watcher. Its focused expert team has almost
300 years’ experience of the industry, starting from the first commercial
IC.
Future Horizons offers an unparalleled industry database addressing
markets, technologies, suppliers, and customers in every significant
geographic area. With services ranging from bespoke industry studies
to standard monthly and quarterly industry reports and forecasts as well
as deep dive reports on key strategic issues on what drives the
industry.
“Malcolm has the longest history in the industry of anyone who is still
publicly active in reporting data so you need to listen to him he’s seen a lot
of cycles” – Wally Rhines, SemiWiki Podcast EP70, 8 Apr 2022
Please share this Report with your colleagues or post it on your company
Intranet … but please also respect international copyright laws. Site
licence available, contact Future Horizons for details.
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Ask The Analyst
 Got a question on the information in this month’s Report?
 Need more information on what we’ve said?
 Don’t agree with our conclusions?
Just call … please contact us with any questions or comments
on either this month’s Report or any other aspect of the industry
and our research … contact: mail@futurehorizons.com.
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Executive Overview
Growth Momentum Indicator
Figure E1 shows the worldwide semiconductor market value growth
momentum indicator which compares the 3/12 and 12/12 trends. The 3/12
curve plots the last three months sales growth vs the same three-month
period a year earlier, whilst the 12/12 curve plots the last twelve months
sales growth vs the same twelve-month period a year earlier.
As can be seen from the graph, the two curves … (read more)
IC Market Growth
Figure E2 shows the 12/12 worldwide monthly growth rate trend for IC
sales in US dollars, units and ASP for Jan 2015 to May 2022 inclusive.
Table E2, shows the current month-on-month growth rates as well as the
annualised rate for the same period a year before … (read more)
FH Analysis
Monthly IC unit shipments and ASPs grew sequentially 3.3 and 7.8
percent in May resulting in a double-digit sales value growth of 11.3
percent. The comparable numbers for the previous month were 11.2
percent, -1.3 percent and 9.9 percent respectively. On an annualised
basis, the market in May 2022 grew 20.3 percent vs. May 2021 and April’s
2022 14.7 percent number.
With May’s growth rates continuing to defy gravity, little wonder many in
the industry still see this current boom continuing throughout 2022 and
beyond.
That’s nothing unusual … (read more)
IC Unit Growth
Figure E3 shows the IC unit shipments trend from Jan 2003 to date. This
clearly shows the current IC unit shipment run rate is running … (read
more)
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IC ASPs
Figure E4 shows the quarterly IC ASP growth rate trend from Q1-1978 to
date. What this chart clearly shows, based on 45 years of data, is first
ASPs are … (read more)
Fab Capacity
In the post-Lehman years, with the global economy struggling to recover,
IC unit demand entered into a prolonged below average growth and the
CapEx spend was adjusted accordingly, Figure E5.
At the same time, in 2015, … (read more)
The prime cause for industry cyclicality is the lag between demand and
new supply, which takes a year (for an existing or empty clean room) or
two (for a greenfield site) to build up. Until the industry learns to tackle this
problem head on and, importantly, find a way for the investment risk to be
shared, this conundrum will continue to haunt the industry and the cycles
never tamed.
Market Outlook
Future Horizons’ current forecast (as of May 2022) is for the market to
grow 6.5 percent in 2022 only to shrink in 2023, Figure E6. This was a
downgrade from our Jan 2022 forecast. So why are we once again out on
a limb and so different? (Read more)

Market Snapshot
Figures M1 and M2 show the worldwide and European industry growth
rates for ICs, Opto, and Discrete Devices from January 2015 to May 2022
inclusive. These show the current month as compared with the same
period 12 months ago and are a useful industry momentum indicator.
Figures M3a-M3h show 15-month rolling worldwide and European sales
by major product category with Figures M4a-M4h showing the comparable
worldwide unit and ASP trends.
Figure M1 – World Sales By Product Category Growth Rate
Figure M2 – Europe Sales By Product Category Growth Rate
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Figure M3 – WW & Europe Sales Rate By Product
M3a - Total WW Semiconductor
M3b - Total Europe Semiconductor
M3c - Total WW IC
M3d - Total Europe IC
M3e – Total WW Optoelectronics
M3f – Total Europe Optoelectronics
M3g – Total WW Discretes
M3h – Total Europe Discretes

Figure M4 – WW Unit Sales & ASPs By Product
M4a – Total Semiconductor Units
M4b – Total Semiconductor ASP
M4c – Total IC Units
M4d – Total IC ASP
M4e - Total Optoelectronics Units
M4f - Total Optoelectronics ASP
M4g - Total Discretes Units
M4h - Total Discretes ASP

Exchange Rates
Figure R1 shows the weekly Euro exchange rate vs the US$ and UK£ for
2011. Figure R2 shows the historical trend since its 1st Jan 1999 launch
(read more).
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